
Feminin� Hair Car�
Do you ever wish that you could be the girl with the perfect hair? The one that is constantly
admired for her adorable, feminine, hairstyles? With this file, you will soon find yourself
obsessed with learning as much as you possibly can about how to style your hair perfectly in the
girliest and most adorable fashion you can possibly imagine.

Listen as I gently guide you towards forming your perfect habits as you discover how much fun
and joy it can be to play with your hair! Be encouraged to become obsessed with having your
hair looking completely perfect and styled at all times, and think about how much you hate
imagining yourself with any masculine, tomboyish, haircuts. Remember to practice your hair
styling each and every day and to spend your time comparing your hair to the hair of the other
women around you so that you can become the best girly girl possible in your future.

Become more and more aware of your hair as you find that you love playing with it more and
more. Learn to love yourself and discover how much easier it is to be the perfect you that you
have always craved and desired to be as you become more and more obsessed with your
feminine hair care.

✧ Intuitively knowing that I love to watch hair braiding videos in order to learn new feminine
hair styles.

✧ Loving myself whenever I am buying feminine hair care products.
✧ Obsessed with finding the best smelling feminine hair care products that I can possibly

find.
✧ Preferring the way my hair looks whenever I style it in a feminine fashion.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and fulfilled whenever I style my hair perfectly.
✧ Imagining myself with the long and beautiful and feminine hair that each and every sexy

stranger I see craves and desires to touch.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having long and beautiful and thick hair will attract sexy strangers

who crave and desire to fuck me.
✧ Craving the feeling of applying deliciously fruity and floral scented products to my

beautiful and feminine hair.
✧ Preferring the way that I look in the mirror whenever my hair is styled femininely.
✧ Knowing that styling my hair each and every day will help me live my ideal feminine life.
✧ Fantasizing about having long, feminine, hair that I can style and play with in any way

that I desire.
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✧ Intuitively knowing that I crave and desire to take care of my hair in order to become the
perfect woman that I have always desired to become.

✧ Preferring to have long, feminine, hair that I can style and play with in any way that I
desire.

✧ Remembering to practice styling my hair each and every day in order to keep my hair
looking perfectly feminine and beautiful.

✧ Knowing that I crave to take care of my long, silky hair in order to style my hair in the
beautiful, feminine, hairstyles that I have always desired.

✧ Becoming more and more obsessed with taking care of my hair each and every day.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I need to take care of my hair in order to be the beautiful woman

that I have always craved and desired to be.
✧ Feeling happy and loved and excited whenever I am styling my hair.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I crave and desire to keep my hair styled perfectly at all times in

order to feel confident and beautiful and happy in my life.
✧ Fantasizing about going to the salon with my friends to get our hair done together.
✧ Remembering that I need to style my hair perfectly in order to be the beautiful and

fashionable and adorable woman that I have always desired to be in my future.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I need to wash and condition and style my hair each and every

day in order to feel happy and satisfied and confident in my life.
✧ Fantasizing about my perfect, feminine hairstyle.
✧ Feeling happy and comfortable and confident whenever my hair is styled in a feminine

way.
✧ Feeling excited and happy and confident whenever I am able to try out a new hairstyle.
✧ Easily discarding any thought or memory that I have of being uncomfortable with my

pretty and delicate and girly hairstyles.
✧ Feeling unhappy and uncomfortable and upset whenever I am forced to style my hair in

a masculine or tomboyish way.
✧ Easily forgetting any memories that I might have of not loving to style my hair in cute,

feminine, ways.
✧ Researching the latest and trendiest feminine hairstyles online in order to stay on top of

all of the latest fashions.
✧ Wearing cute and adorable and feminine hair accessories to show the world how proud I

am of my pretty and girly and feminine hair.
✧ Remembering to always keep my hair styled in a way that flatters my beautiful and

feminine face.
✧ Feeling happy and loved and cared for whenever I spend time styling my hair in a cute,

feminine, way.
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✧ Remembering to get my hair professionally dyed and styled whenever I desire to try out
the latest hairstyle fashions.

✧ Fantasizing about having my own personal hair stylist to always be available to style my
pretty, feminine hair perfectly for me.

✧ Remembering that I have always been interested in styling my long, feminine hair in the
most adorable and girly way possible.

✧ Remembering how much I love to play with my hair whenever I am thinking hard about
something.

✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and fulfilled whenever I am playing with my hair.
✧ Fantasizing about having long, luscious, locks of beautiful, feminine, hair.
✧ Fantasizing about having the perfect hair for any sexy and romantic and erotic situations

that I may find myself in.
✧ Remembering to practice styling my long, feminine hair each and every day so that I can

become the perfect girly girl that I have always desired to be in my future.
✧ Loving the attention that I receive whenever I am styling my hair in the most adorable

and feminine way possible.
✧ Feeling happy and excited and proud whenever I am complimented on my long,

feminine hair.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having my long hair perfectly styled in a feminine way will help

me feel beautiful and loved and confident in my life.
✧ Feeling excited and happy and loved whenever I am styling my hair in a way that makes

me feel feminine and girly.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I crave and desire to perfectly style my long hair each and every

day in order to feel beautiful and loved and confident in my life.
✧ Feeling happy and excited and loved whenever I receive compliments on my beautiful,

feminine, hairstyles.
✧ Needing my hair to be styled in a feminine way in order to feel confident and beautiful

and loved in my life.
✧ Keeping my hair styled in a perfectly feminine way in order to feel beautiful and confident

and loved in my life.
✧ Thinking about how much more confident and happy I am whenever I am styling my hair

in the perfect, feminine, way.
✧ Obsessed with keeping my hair long and feminine so that I can style it in all of the cute

and adorable ways that I have always desired.
✧ Keeping my hair long in order to become more feminine and girly and beautiful in my life.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am styling my long hair in a perfectly feminine fashion.
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✧ Knowing that I prefer my hair to always be longer, and that I prefer to style my hair in the
most feminine, adorable, ways possible.

✧ Craving to have the most girly and feminine hairstyle possible.
✧ Imagining myself with the beautiful hairstyles of the women around me.
✧ Hating the idea of having a boring, masculine haircut and preferring my hair to always be

styled in a cute and beautiful and feminine way.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I need to keep my hair long and styled in a feminine and delicate

way in order to feel beautiful and pretty and elegant in my life.
✧ Knowing that I need to take care of my hair in order to have the beautiful, feminine and

delicate hair that I have always dreamed of having in my ideal future.
✧ Craving the attention I receive from having beautiful, feminine, hairstyles.
✧ Hating myself whenever I walk around with an unkempt or messy hairstyle.
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